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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Molecular mechanisms of ITS2 processing, a eukaryotic
insertion between the 5.8S and LSU rRNA, remain
largely elusive even in yeast. To delineate ITS2
structural and functional features which could be
common to eukaryotes, we first produced phylogenetically supported folding models in the vertebrate
lineage, then tested them in deeper branchings and,
more particularly, among yeasts. ITS2 comparisons
between four Teleostei, a Chondrichthyes specimen
and two jawless organisms have revealed a common
folding architecture in four to five domains of
secondary structure emerging from a preserved
structural core. This folding, largely reminiscent of
ITS2 architecture in mammals, is also preserved in
amphibia and in chicken, despite dramatic sequence
variations. Preferential conservation is located
around a central loop and at the apex of a long stem in
the ITS2 3′′-half. Interestingly, these two independent
structural features contain, respectively, the 3′′-ends
of the two transient rRNA precursors 8S and 12S RNA
identified in mammals, suggesting a preservation of
these intermediates of processing over the entire
vertebrate group. Surprising similarities between the
vertebrate ITS2 folding shape and that of invertebrates
as well as protista have made intriguing the significant
differences from the yeast model. A detailed comparative analysis including four relatively close species
and Schizosaccharomyces pombe, a deep yeast
branching, has revealed an alternative phylogenetically
supported four-domain folding presenting strong
similarities to the vertebrate model. Remarkably, the
two best conserved regions of vertebrates have
unambiguously preserved counterparts which are
also sites for internal processing in yeast. Therefore,
molecular mechanisms involved in ITS2 excision in
vertebrates and yeast might be more closely related
than currently believed and might require a very
similar trans-acting machinery.

In most eukaryotes, the mature rRNA sequences (SSU rRNA,
5.8S RNA and LSU rRNA) are produced in the nucleolus from
a single large precursor (pre-rRNA) containing spacer regions
that are sequentially removed through a series of rapid and
intricate processing steps. These events take place only when a
fully transcribed precursor molecule is assembled into a huge
RNP particle. The mechanisms leading to mature rRNA have
revealed a tight coupling between the activity of this
processing machinery and ribosome assembly. In addition,
yeast in vivo analyses have demonstrated complex interdependencies in the processing of the spacers that are indeed
cleaved in a concerted fashion (1–6). This reflects the need for
higher order structure in the pre-ribosomal particle that may be
necessary to organize the processing sites in close spatial
proximity. Yeast experiments have identified several cis-acting
elements which are required for spacer excision, while numerous
essential trans-acting factors have now been characterized in both
yeast and vertebrates, including endo- and exoribonucleases
(reviewed in 7) and several snoRNAs (8). Nevertheless, many
features of ribosome biogenesis remain poorly understood. Not
only is little known about the dynamics of pre-rRNA folding,
but even structural features of the spacers essential for rRNA
processing and ribosome biogenesis remain to be identified,
especially in vertebrates. Furthermore, the role of spacer
regions is largely speculative, despite data from yeast mutation/
deletion experiments pointing out the crucial significance of
the integrity of several structural features, both for correct and
efficient spacer removal and for biogenesis of active ribosomal
subunits (9). Thus, a complete and accurate description of the
secondary structure folding of each spacer is an essential step
for an effective integration of the very diverse information
concerning ribosome biogenesis in order to gain better insight
into the molecular mechanisms underlying processing events.
During the pre-rRNA cleavage pathway, the excision of
ITS2, a eukaryote-specific insertion, remains the most elusive
processing step, even in yeast. Nevertheless, several critical
cis-acting processing elements were identified in Saccharomyces cerevisiae in those regions of ITS2 that show the highest
degree of sequence conservation with other yeast species (10).
A recent comparative analysis including ITS2 sequences of
human, rat and five species of mice (11) has demonstrated that
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despite dramatic sequence divergence (12,13), all mammalian
organisms share a similar folding pattern, supported by phylogenetic evidence. In these species, ITS2 is organized in four
main domains of secondary structure emerging from a
preserved central core. Remarkably, two internal cleavages
identified in rodents and leading to an 8S (14) and a 12S
(15,16) intermediate of maturation are located in the best
conserved structural features, a single-stranded segment of the
central core and the apical part of a stem in the 3-half of ITS2,
respectively. Definite secondary structure constraints have also
been detected in trematodes (invertebrates), a deep metazoan
branching (17,18), and in a wide set of plants, including green
algae and flowering plants (19,20). Surprisingly, despite
considerable size variations between mammals (~1000 nt),
trematodes (~350 nt) and plants (mean size 250 nt) and the
complete lack of sequence homology between these three
groups of species, their ITS2 present very similar folding
patterns.
However, the entire eukaryotic kingdom does not share these
common characteristics. In fact, yeast ITS2 folding does not
exhibit any obvious similarity to the organization described
above. In S.cerevisiae, ITS2 secondary structure has been
predicted from a conjunction of phylogenetic analysis,
minimum energy modelling, chemical and enzymatic probing
and genetic experiments (21,22). The models produced
propose folding into a cross-like structure showing a long
irregular duplex between the 3-end and a sequence close to the
5-end (10,21), which is absent in mammals, plants and
trematodes. Therefore, it is likely that two different solutions
were retained during evolution to fold this spacer. This diversification in the structural constraints acting on ITS2 in yeast as
compared with mammals, trematodes and plants was suggested
by substantial differences in the nucleolytic mechanisms involved
for its correct and efficient removal from the pre-rRNA (11).
Thus, only one internal cleavage was identified in vivo in yeast
leading to a 7S intermediate (23), which structurally is closely
related to the 12S site of mammals (11). In the same way, no
yeast homologue is known for the U8 snoRNA, which is
required for cleavages at the 5-end of 5.8S and 3-end of 28S
RNA in Xenopus (24).
In order to delineate the structural and functional features
that could be preferentially preserved among all eukaryotic
ITS2, we have first produced phylogenetically supported
folding models for seven fish sequences available. They
include four Teleostei, one Chondrichthyes and two jawless
organisms covering >530 000 000 years of vertebrate evolution.
We then identified structural features conserved among vertebrates through comparative analysis at the secondary structure
level in fish, two amphibians, a bird and mammals. Finally, we
revisited the yeast model according to the structural features
that have been phylogenetically maintained during evolution
not only among vertebrates, but also in invertebrates and
plants.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sequences analysed
Fish sequences used in this work were extracted from the
EMBL database: Cyprinus carpio, U87963 (25); Salvelinus
namaycush, S74137 (26); Rexea solandri, U88398 (27);

Misgurnus fossilis, X07623 (28); Eptatretus stouti, AF061797;
Petromyzon marinus, AF061798; Hydrolagus colliei, AF061799.
The two amphibian ITS2 sequences, Xenopus laevis (X59734)
and Xenopus borealis (X59733), are from Furlong and Maden
(29), while the only ITS2 sequence among birds, Gallus gallus,
was kindly provided by Crouch et al. (30). Yeast ITS2
sequences presented in this work are those previously used by
Yeh and Lee (10,21,22) and that of S.pombe (31). ITS2 foldings were also produced for a broad sampling of eukaryotic
sequences including: the Protista specimens Prorocentrum
micans (32), Tetrahymena thermophila (33), and Dictyostellium
discoideum (34); a nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans (35); a
sea urchin (Echinodermata), Lythechinus variegatus (36); the
fungi Neurospora crassa (37) and Thermomyces lanuginosus
(38) and several representative species within the genus
Candida (39). Foldings not presented here are available upon
request from the authors.
Sequence alignment and secondary structure prediction
An iterative method involving both the thermodynamic and
comparative approaches was applied to derive the best phylogenetically supported folding models. An alignment initially
performed using the program Multalin (40) was progressively
optimized according to secondary structure homology (41).
Optimal and suboptimal foldings were predicted for each
sequence on a thermodynamic basis (42) using the software
package from the Genetics Computer Group, University of
Wisconsin (43). Proposed foldings were compared and solution
maximizing structural homologies were retained and checked
for the presence of compensatory changes. Then the alignments
were refined and new foldings predicted according to these
results. Secondary structure drawings were produced with
ESSA (44).
RESULTS
While ITS2 presents a dramatic range of length variation
among vertebrates (from 262 to 1155 nt, respectively, in
X.laevis and human), its size remains relatively homogeneous
within each major group of species (Fig. 1). It is ~300 nt in
amphibians, ranges from 309 to 486 nt in fish and is considerably
expanded in mammals with ~1000 nt, except in the rat, in
which it is substantially shorter (765 nt). This high level of
sequence variation, which is a common feature of ribosomal
spacers, implies that detectable conserved segments can be
identified only among closely related species. Therefore the
four Teleostei, which have diverged over ~90 000 000 to
~150 000 000 years, might present a rate of variation of ITS2
sequences suitable for comparative analysis designed to
evaluate sequence/structural conservation and derive phylogenetically supported secondary structure models. The availability
of a Chondrichthyes specimen gave us the opportunity to test
the Teleostei model in the whole Gnathostomata phylum, while
the lamprey and hagfish sequences have extended it to jawless fish
over a vertebrate evolutionary time of >530 000 000 years.
Five dispersed but unambiguously conserved sequence
segments (named a–e) encompassing about a third of the ITS2
length have been identified in Teleostei. They are interspersed
with more variable regions where size variations accumulate
(Fig. 2). Surprisingly, H.colliei showed a similar level of
sequence conservation despite having diverged from Teleostei
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic relationships among vertebrate species. This tree was drawn from Forey and Janvier (45), Janvier (46) and Rasmussen et al. (47). ITS2
length is given in parentheses for each species. Stars refer to species used in the present work.

Figure 2. Alignment between Gnathostomata ITS2 regions. Nucleotides identical with C.carpio, which serves as a reference, are replaced by hyphens while stars
refer to gaps. The best conserved segments are underlined and named a–e. Nucleotides involved in conserved base pairings are boxed by a thin line with the two
strands of each stem delineated by arrows in opposite orientation and identified as 1–5. The dotted boxes (D-I–D-IV) locate four variable domains.

more than 400 000 000 years ago. Thus, the five sequence
segments that are preferentially preserved among Teleostei
have a clear equivalent in the Chondrichthyes specimen. On
the basis of this alignment, fish ITS2 can be divided into two
main regions. The first is particularly well preserved and
extends over the ~85–110 nt of the 5-end. It spans the three
conserved segments a–c that are separated by two sites of
insertion/deletion, termed D-I and D-II, respectively. Their
size variation is relatively limited, except for M.fossilis, which
shows the longest D-I domain (40 nt), while it displays the
shortest ITS2 among fish. The second region is longer and
extends downstream from segment c, encompassing variable

regions D-III and D-IV. Although this region is the most variable,
with large size variation, we have detected a 30–40 nt long
sequence that contains two short conserved tracts named d and
e. At the secondary structure level, we have identified five
stems supported by compensatory changes. Three of them
(stems 1, 2 and 5) involve Watson–Crick base pairings between
conserved segments and delineate three helical structures. In
contrast, stems 3 and 4, which involve more rapidly variable
sequences, were identified only through a comparison of
folding models.
In spite of important changes in sequence, the Teleostei
species share a very similar pattern of secondary structure
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Figure 3. Secondary structure comparison in Gnathostomata. Filled circles
denote nucleotides that differ among the five fish sequences (including one
nucleotide insertion/deletion). Thick bars point to pairings supported by
compensatory changes. The variation range of domains D-I to D-IV (boxed by
a broken line and defined as in Fig. 2) is given. Other symbols have the same
meaning as in Figure 2.

where homologous sequence segments have homologous
locations (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). This
folding is organized into four or five independent domains of
secondary structure, termed A–D2. The basal parts of domains
A–D1 correspond, respectively, to the four conserved stems 1–4.
The two short domains, A and B, are located within the best
conserved 5-end, domain C encloses a more variable helix
immediately downstream of conserved segment c, while
domain D1 is considerably longer and presents significant
structural variations between the four Teleostei. It encompasses
most of the highly variable 3-half of ITS2 and can fold into a
giant stem with lateral branches in the three longest ITS2
(C.carpio, R.solandri and S.namaycush). Its tip part, named
stem 5, is remarkably preserved and indeed corresponds to one
of the best conserved structural features. An additional short
helix (D2) can be proposed downstream of D1 in the 3-end of
ITS2 of three of the species (C.carpio, M.fossilis and S.namaycush).
Hydrolagus colliei ITS2, in line with its common pattern of
sequence conservation with Teleostei, can fold into a
secondary structure largely reminiscent of these four species
(see Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). Thus, a very similar
and strong structural constraint has been exerted on the mode
of variation and on the folding of ITS2 in fish over an evolutionary
time covering ~450 000 000 years. In the five Gnathostomata,
the four stems 1–4 organize a common core of secondary structure,
which brings the three conserved segments (a–c) and the two
ends of ITS2 into close proximity, while d and e are paired at
the apical part of a long and variable helix. Compensated base
changes observed within these stems give direct phylogenetic
evidence supporting this secondary structure model, whereas a
preferential localization of insertion/deletion at the apex of
conserved stems also preserves, although more indirectly, the
overall folding shape. This model largely improves the only

one previously proposed for M.fossilis (28) in which the sole
structural feature in common with our model was the terminal
hairpin loop of stem 5.
Remarkably, the ITS2 of E.stouti and P.marinus, which do
not present any significant sequence homology with the
Gnathostomata, can nevertheless fold very similarly (see
supplementary material, Fig. S2). A comparison at the
secondary structure level among fish allowed detection of
homologues of stems 1 and 2 and the identification of a set of
invariant positions in sequences corresponding to segments a–c.
In these two species, the 3-terminal region can fold into a
hairpin structure that shows remarkable thermodynamic
stability with 17 consecutive Watson–Crick base pairs in
P.marinus and 11 bp interrupted by only one mismatch in
E.stouti. This stem is the probable counterpart of stem D2 in the
Gnathostomata. In contrast, we failed to identify an unambiguous
homologue of stem 5 although the long central region between
c and D2 (195 and 270 nt in lamprey and hagfish, respectively)
can fold into a long branched helix reminiscent of domain D1
of the Gnathostomata. In addition, jawless fish are distinguished by the apparent lack of the short and variable domain
C, which is a common feature of the five Gnathostomata. The
determination of new sequences more closely related to
E.stouti on the one hand and P.marinus on the other should
help to refine the D1 folding for which thermodynamically very
close alternative structures can be proposed and to identify a
potential homologue of stem 5.
The folding characteristics of fish ITS2 present numerous
features in common with the mammalian model (11). These
features should correspond to ancestral characters and may
therefore be preserved in other vertebrate groups. Indeed, in
amphibians too, five conserved sequence tracts, previously
identified by sequence alignment between X.laevis and X.borealis
(29), can adopt a secondary structure folding identical to their
homologue in fish and mammals (see supplementary material,
S3a). Segments a–c guide the folding of domains A and B in
the central core, while d and e form the tip of a long and thermodynamically stable unbranched helix. Remarkably, G.gallus
ITS2 can also fold according to the secondary structure shape
of other vertebrates. Segments a–c are the sole sequences
unambiguously common for amphibians and mammals, while
some similitude between the tip part of the long stem D1 and
stem 5 of mammals suggests a probable conservation of this
structural element also in the bird lineage (see supplementary
material, Fig. S3b). Interestingly, both amphibians and birds
lack domain C, as do jawless fish, as opposed to other fish and
mammals, suggesting that insertion/deletion events have
occurred independently several times during vertebrate evolution.
A detailed comparison of structural features which are
conserved among vertebrate groups emphasizes the spectacular
conservation of the 5-half of the central core (in the ITS2 5-part)
and of stem 5 (Fig. 4a and b, respectively). Phylogenetic
conservation of stem 1 is essentially restricted to the four basal
consecutive base pairs, while it is more extended on stem 2 and
encompasses an internal loop and a mismatch (Fig. 4a and c).
Regarding stem 5, the presence of short sequence tracts
common to each set points to the ancestral character of this
stem, despite some intergroup folding variation (Fig. 4b and c).
Strikingly, the 3-ends of the 8S and 12S pre-rRNA intermediates
of maturation identified in mammals are located precisely in
these best preserved structural features. They lie in the
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Figure 4. ITS2 conserved structural features over the whole vertebrate group. (a) Alignment in the ITS2 5-region. Hyphens represent nucleotides identical to Homo
sapiens, while stars indicate gaps. The best conserved segments a–c are underlined (green lines). An arrow locates the 8S RNA internal cleavage site previously
identified in rodents (14). D-I to D-IV identify four variable domains. (b) Comparison of stem 5. In each of the three sets of comparison, H.sapiens, X.borealis and
M.fossilis, respectively, serve as reference, changes in species that are compared are given in parentheses and variable parts of the stem are identified by dotted
boxes. Thin lined boxes show conserved nucleotides and thick bars point to compensated changes. An arrow indicates the position of the 12S RNA cleavage
identified in rodents. (c) Secondary structure consensus for vertebrate ITS2.

CAGAC motif of the central loop immediately downstream of
stem 2 and in stem 5 (Fig. 4a and c), respectively. The preferential
conservation of these functional sites suggests their key role in
ribosome biogenesis. In contrast, the more versatile constraints
acting on the folding of rapidly variable regions rather favor
their involvement as structural domains, the role of which
could be to preserve the functional 3-dimensional organization
of conserved features (Fig. 4c).
In an attempt to test and extend our model to deeper branchings
represented by a single organism, we have imposed folding
characteristics identified in vertebrates as a prerequisite. ITS2
of the two other metazoan sequences available, C.elegans and
L.variegatus, can exhibit the typical folding shape as well as
unambiguous equivalents of segments a–c and of stems 1 and
2 with a CAGAC motif at a position homologous to the
mammalian 8S RNA site. Similarly, three protista, P.micans,
T.thermophila and D.discoideum, also show a four-domain

architecture largely reminiscent of the vertebrate model,
despite a complete lack of sequence homology (foldings not
shown; see Materials and Methods).
The general ITS2 folding model which is now emerging
among eukaryotes renders the significant differences from the
S.cerevisiae model (9,10,21,22) particularly intriguing. This
has prompted us to re-examine it using an evolutionary
approach including S.pombe, a deep yeast branching, in addition
to the four relatively close species initially used (10,22).
Remarkably, we have identified an alternative phylogenetically
supported folding which is largely similar to our general model
(Fig. 5). Changes result from replacement of the long-range
irregular helix between the two ends of ITS2 (domain III in the
Yeh and Lee model) with new stems located on each of its two
strands (Fig. 5b). The helix proposed in the 5-region is the
unambiguous homologue of vertebrate domain B, as revealed
by an identical location 5 nt downstream of domain A (domain
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Figure 5. ITS2 conserved structural features among yeast species. (a) Sequence alignment over the 5-region of yeast ITS2. Symbols have the same meaning as in
Figure 2. (b) ITS2 secondary structure folding in S.cerevisiae. The two adjacent single arrows locate an in vivo internal cleavage site (7S), whereas the two double
arrows point to potential cleavages identified by Chamberlain et al. (50). Sequences conserved between S.cerevisiae, Saccharomyces rosei, Hansenula wingei and
Kluyveromyces lactis are overlined and identified as a–f2. Correspondences with the Yeh and Lee model (21) are given in Roman numerals, while grey stems are
new ones predicted in this work. Stems and nucleotides coloured blue show the stems and nucleotides essential for ITS2 processing (10). (c) Secondary structure
folding of S.pombe. Green lines point to sequences which are conserved between the five yeast species compared. The blue arrow and blue dotted line locate a
potential cleavage identified in S.pombe ~101 bases downstream of the 3-end of 5.8S rRNA and 210 bases upstream of the 5-end of 25S rRNA (48). In (b) and (c) thick
bars reveal compensated changes either between S.cerevisiae, S.rosei, H.wingei and K.lactis in (b) or between these four species and S.pombe in (c). Nucleotides conserved
with vertebrates are written in yellow circles.

II in Lee model) and strong structural similarities. Its basal
part, which is largely supported by compensatory base changes
(Fig. 5a), can indeed fold into a stem–loop structure identical
to vertebrate stem 2. A prediction based on the thermodynamic
approach shows that S.pombe can adopt a very close folding
pattern (Fig. 5c; 48). A comparison with other yeast species
gives new phylogenetic support for stems 1 and 2, while an
equivalent of stem 5 can be proposed on the basis of a short
sequence conservation. In contrast, domain C, the basal stem of
which (stem 3) was demonstrated as essential in S.cerevisiae for
26S RNA production (10), was absent. Nevertheless, alternative
folding solutions suggest a possible equivalent for domain C in

S.pombe too that could be tested with additional related
species. A comparison at the secondary structure level between
the vertebrate and yeast ITS2 folding models has pointed to
nine conserved nucleotides with identical positions in the
vicinity of stems 1 and 2 (Fig. 5b and c). With respect to the 3-end
of ITS2, a stem boxed by two short conserved sequence tracts
(f1 and f2) could correspond to vertebrate domain D2. It should
be noted that the new pairings proposed here are fully compatible
with chemical and enzymatic probing performed by Yeh and
Lee (21). Finally, additional comparative proofs supporting
our model were obtained by folding the ITS2 of several other
fungi (not shown; see Materials and Methods).
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DISCUSSION
The present study demonstrates an unexpected preservation of
ITS2 folding architecture not only among distant vertebrates,
but more surprisingly between yeast and vertebrates. Moreover,
our detailed comparative analysis reveals a preferential conservation of the two regions containing internal processing sites.
These observations might reflect a common function(s) in
ribosome biogenesis. In particular, they point to maturation
pathways and molecular mechanisms of ITS2 excision, which
may be more largely similar than previously believed. Thus,
the two transient pre-rRNA species, corresponding on the one
hand to the 8S species and on the other hand to the 12S species
of mammals, could be essential intermediates in the production
of functional mature 5.8S and LSU rRNA in both vertebrates
and yeast. However, only one internal processing site was
identified in vivo in S.cerevisiae and S.pombe (7,49), two yeast
species with the best known processing pathways. Surprisingly,
our ITS2 folding models predict that the internal cleavage
occurring in each of these two species is not homologous, in
contrast to what is currently predicted. In S.cerevisiae the 7S
pre-rRNA 3-end occurs in stem 5 and corresponds to the 12S
pre-rRNA of mammals (11), while in S.pombe the sole internal cut
identified lies ~100 bases downstream of the mature 3-terminus of
5.8S rRNA (49). Its location immediately downstream of stem
2 indicates that it corresponds to the 8S pre-rRNA species of
mammals (Fig. 5c). Therefore, if only one cut is required in
yeast with the probable essential function of providing an entry
for exonucleases, our observation would suggest that either of
these two potential processing sites could be a functional target
for endonuclease depending on the species. The presence of
two internal cleavage sites in mammals could increase the
processing efficiency by excising a long internal segment and
thus reducing the length of the ITS2 sequence, which must be
degraded by a trimming reaction to produce the 3- and 5-ends
of 5.8S and 28S rRNA, respectively. Nevertheless, there is
some indication of a possible mammal-like 8S pre-rRNA
processing intermediate in S.cerevisiae. RNase P indeed cuts
S.cerevisiae pre-rRNA in vitro precisely in the single-stranded
region where the mammalian 8S RNA 3-end lies (50) and the
in vivo transient terminus of S.pombe (Figs 4c and 5c). Conformational rearrangements induced by this cleavage in vivo
could make the 3-end of this S.cerevisiae pre-rRNA species
immediately accessible to exonucleolytic activity leading to
rapid production of the mature 3-end of 5.8S rRNA. A similar
hypothesis could also explain the lack of observable in vivo
cleavage corresponding to an equivalent of the mammalian
12S cut in stem 5 of S.pombe ITS2.
However that may be, the strong conservation at the two
potentially cleaved internal processing sites may be related to
the positioning of the enzymatic complex within the ITS2
conserved core through direct interactions. Recently, S.pombe
stem 5 has been demonstrated to be a site for specific interactions
with soluble factors (48). Stem 2, identified in this work, seems
also to be a crucial cis-acting element required for production
of the 5.8S RNA 3-end. Two sets of clustered substitutions
located in stem 2 and in the single-stranded segment between
stems 2 and 3 (Fig. 5) severely decrease the level of mature
26S rRNA, but do not affect production of the 5-terminus of
26S RNA (10). Interestingly, additional strong phylogenetic
support for a key function of stem 2 and adjacent conserved

sequences is given by three species of the genus Candida. In
these organisms, which exhibit dramatically shortened ITS2
sequences (66–89 nt), stem 2 and the 3-adjacent GAAAU
motif seem to be the sole conserved structural features (not
shown).
In parallel with this impressive conservation of ITS2 structural
features among eukaryotes, a line of experimental evidence
suggests a requirement for common trans-acting factors in
ITS2 processing of yeast and vertebrates (reviewed in 7).
Eleven essential proteins constitute a highly conserved eukaryotic
RNA processing complex called an exosome containing
multiple exoribonuclease activities (51). Stems A and D2,
which are close to the ITS2 ends, could be a part of their stop
signals. In contrast, endonucleases required for initial internal
cleavages have not yet been identified. Nevertheless, some
indications suggest their possible conservation between yeast
and mammals. Rpp30 is the human homologue of yeast Rpp1,
which is an essential protein subunit of RNase P, possibly
required for 7S RNA cleavage in S.cerevisiae (52). Moreover,
in HeLa cell extracts RNase P is associated with RNase MRP
(53), an enzyme that cleaves the yeast pre-rRNA at site A3
within ITS1 (54). Finally, both enzymes localize in the nucleolus
in S.cerevisiae and mammals (55–57). Therefore, a common
basic enzymatic machinery organized around the RNase P–RNase
MRP complex, finely tuned to each cleavage site by specific
components, could be used in both ITS1 (which requires two
internal cleavages) and ITS2 excision and could be largely
conserved between yeast and vertebrates. Indirect support was
recently given by similarity between structural features of
ITS1 and ITS2 in S.pombe rRNA (48).
Thus, a complex network of interactions might take place to
assemble the pre-rRNA structural features directly involved in
processing steps into a probable, relatively compact structure.
This complex organization, which allows fine control of the
synthesis of SSU and LSU rRNA molecules, also requires
structural features belonging to mature rRNA. Directed mutagenesis and expression of mutated pre-rRNAs in yeast have
demonstrated an interaction between the 5.8S RNA 3-end and
28S RNA 5-end as an essential requirement common to yeast
and vertebrate pre-rRNA processing (58). Similarly, stem E20,
which closes divergent domain V13 ~2000 nt downstream
from the 25S RNA 5-end, is essential for yeast ITS2
processing (59). In mammals and Xenopus, U8 snoRNA is an
essential trans-acting factor for ITS2 processing. A chaperone
role has been proposed for this snoRNA through two long and
conserved complementarities involving two adjacent segments
of U8 and the ITS2 5-end and a sequence located immediately
upstream of stem E20, respectively (11). In yeast, no equivalent
for U8 snoRNA has been identified so far, leading to the
conclusion that the processing steps required for ITS2 excision
are probably not mediated by a snoRNA. Nevertheless, in
yeast, mutations in Nop1p and Nop56p, which are components
of the box C-D snoRNAs, surprisingly inhibit the synthesis of
25S rRNA (60,61). In addition, the 9 nt which are located
upstream of stem E20 and are involved in the complementarity
between U8 and 28S rRNA in vertebrates are perfectly
conserved among eukaryotes. These two observations, taken
together with the high degree of common structural and enzymatic
requirements in yeast and vertebrates, make the apparent lack
of an equivalent for U8 snoRNA in yeast particularly stressing.
A yeast homologue of U8 snoRNA could be identified in the
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S.cerevisiae genome by applying the U8/32S interaction model
predicted for vertebrates (11), while the combined use of a
yeast and Xenopus in vivo analysis system might provide an
effective means of addressing the possible common structural
features required in yeast and/or vertebrates, respectively.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See Supplementary Material available at NAR Online.
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